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Already decades ago the instruction-stream-based von Neumann (vN) paradigm [1] [2]
lost its dominant role as the basic common model of computing systems. After many
technology generations the microprocessor CPU, together with its software still the
monopoly-like main focus point of CS education, often cannot meet even usual
performance requirements. In most PCs it cannot even drive its own display: it needs a
graphics accelerator. The vN paradigm as a common model has been replaced by a
symbiosis of CPU and hardwired accelerators (figure 1), not only for embedded systems.
Most MIPS equivalents have been migrated from software to accelerators: software to
ASIC migration [2], and more and more software to configware migration to be run on
FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays). The microprocessor has become the tail
wagging the dog [4]. The basic model of most accelerators is data-stream-based (figure
1, however, it is not a „dataflow machine“). It is not instruction-stream-based. For
detailed explanations on this duality of paradigms see section 1.2.

Accelerator design became difficult. But
soon also the design of accelerators has
become increasingly difficult: the second
VLSI design crisis (figure 2). With
technology progress the mask cost and other
NRE cost are rapidly growing (figure 2 a).
Also the design cost is rapidly increasing,
made worse by decreasing product life
cycle length (figure 2 b). This explains the
decreasing number of wafer starts (figure 2
c) as well as the rapid growth of the number

of design starts based on FPGAs instead of ASICs (figure 2 d): the next paradigm shift,
where the accelerator has become reconfigurable (figure 3), so that the product life cycle
can be extended by upgrading the product, even at the customers site by remote
reconfiguration (figure 2 e). Now both paradigms are RAM-based: the instruction-stream-
based CPU, and the data-stream-based FPGA or rDPA (reconfigurable DataPath Array,
see section 1.4). The accelerator’s RAM is no block RAM: it’s hidden inside the
reconfigurable interconnect fabrics: hRAM.

Most important silicon revolution after introduction of the microprocessor. Such Recon-
figurable Computing (RC) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] is the most important revolution to silicon application
after the introduction of the microprocessor [9]. It’s the most important new machine paradigm
with common model capability [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. Emerging in the 80ies and now
having moved from a niche market to mainstream we have with FPGAs a third class of platforms
filling the gap between vN-type procedural compute engines and ASIC application-specific
hardware [16]. FPGAs are the fastest growing segment of the semiconductor market.

Disruptive methodology. When having been intel CEO Andy Grove claimed, that each
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Figure 1.   Accelerators
for embedded systems.
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technology providing a factor of 10 or more improvements over an established one, can be
expected to become disruptive [17]. From CPU software to FPGA configware migrations
speedup factors by up to more than 3 orders of magnitude have been published (fig. 4). This
massively disruptive community is reporting a factor of 7.6 in accelerating radiosity
calculations [18], a factor of 10 for FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), a speedup factor of 35 in
traffic simulations [19]. For a commercially available Lanman/NTLM Key Recovery Server
[20] a speedup of 50 - 70 has been reported. Another cryptology application reports a factor of
1305 [22]. A speedup by a factor of 304 is reported for a R/T spectrum analyzer [24]. In the
DSP area [25] for MAC [25] operations a speedup factor of 100 has been reported compared
to the fastest DSP on the market (2004) [26]. Already in 1997 versus the fastest DSP a speedup
between 7 and 46 has been obtained [27]. In Biology and genetics (also see [28] [29]) a
speedup of up to 30 has been shown in protein identification [30], by 133 [31] and up to 500
[32] in genome analysis, as well as 288 with the Smith-Waterman pattern matching algorithm
at the National Cancer Institute [35]. In the multimedia area we find factors ranging from 60
to 90 in video rate stereo vision [36] and in real-time face detection [37], and of 457 for
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Figure 2.   The second design crisis (silicon crisis): a) increasing NRE and mask 
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hyperspectral image compression [38]. In communication technology we find a speedup by
750 for UAV radar electronics [39]. These are just a few examples from a wide range of
publications [41] [42] [44] [45] [46] [48] [50] reporting substantial speedups by FPGAs.

The 1st Reconfigurable Computing Paradox.
These disruptive performance results are a
surprise. the 1st Reconfigurable Computing
Paradox [51] [52] [53] [54] [55]. The technology
parameters are so bad that Andy Grove’s rule is
missed by several orders of magnitude. The
effective integration density really being
available to the FPGA application is much
worse, than this physical integration density. It is

behind the Gordon Moore curve by about 4 orders of magnitude (figure 5). Wiring overhead
costs about 2 orders of magnitude and reconfigurability overhead costs about another two
orders of magnitude (only about one out of about 100 transistors. serves the application,
whereas the other 99 transistors deserve reconfigurability). Another source of area inefficiency
of FPGAs is routing congestion, which could cost a factor of two or more: not all desired
connections can be routed because the supply of routing resources is exhausted. It is
astonishing, how with such a bad technology such brilliant acceleration factors are obtained.
For the explanation of most speed-up mechanisms involved see section 1.4, since this is more
easy at the higher abstraction level given by coarse-grained reconfigurable computing.

Earlier alternatives. Let
us have a brief look onto
earlier alternatives to the
FPGA. With the MoM-2,
an early reconfigurable
computer architecture, the
following speedup factors
have been obtained: 54
for computing a 128
lattice Ising model, >160
for Lee Routing, >300 for
an electrical rule check,
>300 for a 3by3 2D FIR
filter [56], and between
2,300 and 15,000 for
grid-based VLSI design
rule check [4] [57] [58]
[59]. Instead of FPGAs,
which have been very
small at that time, the

MoM-2 used DPLA, a programmable PLA, which has been designed at Kaiserslautern and
manufactured via the Mead-&-Conway-style multi-university VLSI project E.I.S [60]. The
DPLA has been especially efficient for computing Boolean expressions. At the time it has
been designed, a single DPLA replaced 256 state of the art FPGAs available commercially. 
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Figure 3.   FPGAs replacing ASICs.
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FPGAs became main-
stream. Already many
years ago FPGAs have
become mainstream
throughout all embedded
systems areas (fig. 6 a).
More recently, the FPGA-
based   pervasiveness of
Reconfigurable Computing
(RC) also spread over all
application areas of
scientific computing (a
few example are listed in
fig. 6 b). As a side effect
in addition to speed-up
factors of disruptive

dimensions also a drastic reduction of the electric energy budget is provided down until
about 10% [61] - along with a reduction of equipment cost by a similar dimension [61]. This
has been reported from the supercomputing community. So far the immense electricity
consumption has been considered one of the most severe obstacles on the classical way to
the petaflop supercomputer. This side effect [62] extends the scope of the low power design
community [63] [64] [65] [66] beyond dealing with devices powered by a tiny battery.

Low power design. As
leakage power and total
power became a dramatic
issue in very deep submicron
technologies, the low power
design community started
in 1991 to take care of these
power problems. As a spin-
off of the PATMOS project
funded by the Com-mission
of the European Union [68]
the annual PATMOS
conference was founded as
the first series on this topic
area world-wide [69].
(PATMOS stands for

Power and Timing Modelling, Optimization and Simulation.) Its annual sister conference
series ISLPED (Int’l Symp. on Low Power Electronics and Design) has been founded four
years later in the USA [70]. The low power design community started exploring new design
methodologies for designing leakage tolerant digital architectures, based on architectural
parameters like activity, logical depth, number of transitions for achieving a given task and
total number of gates. An early proposed design method selects the best architecture out of a
set of architectures (baseline, sequential, parallel, pipelined, etc.) at optimal Vdd and threshold
voltages. Another design method takes as constraints given Vdd and threshold voltages.
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Hardware design on a strange platform? Inside the embedded systems scene at first
glance the use of reconfigurable devices like FPGAs has looked more like a variety of
hardware design, but on a strange platform. But now we have 2 reconfigurable
computing scenes (fig. 6). Meanwhile FPGAs are also used everywhere (even in oil and
gas [71]) for high performance in scientific computing. This is really a new computing
culture - not at all a variety of hardware design. Instead of HS codesign (figure 1) we
have here software / configware co-design (S/C co-design) (figure 3), which is really a
computing issue. This major new direction of developments in science will determine
how academic computing will look in 2015 or even earlier. The instruction-stream-based
mind set will loose its monopoly-like dominance and the CPU will quit its central role -
to be more an auxiliary clerk, also for software compatibility issues, for running legacy
code: a CPU co-processor serving to a reconfigurable main processor.

Educational deficits. This new direction has
not yet drawn the attention of the
curriculum planners within the embedded
systems scene. For computer science this is
the opportunity of the century, of
decampment for heading toward new
horizons [73] [74] [75]. This should be a
wake-up call to CS curriculum
development. Each of the many different
application domains has only a limited
view of computing and takes it more as a
mere technique than as a science on its own.
This fragmentation makes it very difficult

to bridge the cultural and practical gaps, since there are so many different actors and
departments involved. Only Computer Science can take the full responsibility to merge
Reconfigurable Computing into CS curricula for providing Reconfigurable Computing
Education from its roots. CS has the right perspective for a transdisciplinary unification in
dealing with problems, which are shared across many different application domains. This
new direction would also be helpful to reverse the current down trend of CS enrolment.

Unthinkable without FPGAs. The area of embedded systems is unthinkable without
FPGAs [76]. This has been the driving force behind the commercial break-through of
FPGAs. Almost 90% of all software is implemented for embedded systems [77] [79] [80]
dominated by FPGAs usage, where frequently hardware / configware / software partitioning
problems have to be solved. The quasi monopoly of the von Neumann mind set in most of
our CS curricula prohibits such a dichotomic qualification of our graduates, urgently needed
for the requirements of the contemporary and future job market. At a summit meeting of US
state governors Bill Gates has drastically criticized this situation in CS education. 

FPGAs and EDA.The pervasiveness of FPGAs also reaches the EDA (Electronic Design
Automation) industry, where all major firms spend a substantial effort to offer a variety of
application development tools and environments for FPGA-based product development
[82]. Also FPGA vendors have EDA development efforts and cooperations with firms in
the EDA industry and offer such tools and development environments. Since this is a
highly complex market, this chapter does not go into detail because of a lack of space. 
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Figure 7.   The dual paradigm model.
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The Kress-Kung machine. After switch-on of the supply power the configuration code has
to be downloaded to the FPGA’s hRAM, which is a kind booting like known from the vN
processor. But the source of this code for FPGAs is not software. It definitely does not
program instruction streams. The advent of FPGAs provides a second RAM-based
fundamental paradigm: the Kress-Kung machine [83], which, however, is data-stream-
based, and not instruction-stream-based. Instead of organizing the schedule for instruction
executions the compilation for FPGAs has to organize the resources by placement and
routing, and, based on the result, to implement the data schedules for preparing the data
streams moving through these resources (fig 7d). FPGAs or, the Kress-Kung machine,
respectively, has no „instruction fetch“ at run time (fig. 8). Not to confuse students and
customers with the term „software“ another term is used for these non-procedural
programming sources of RC: the term configware. Not only FPGA vendors offer
configware modules to their customers. Also other commercial sources are on the market:
a growing configware industry - the little sister of the software industry.

1.1. Configurable Cells 

Since their introduction in 1984, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have become
the most popular implementation media for application-specific or domain-specific
digital circuits. For a reading source on the role of FPGAs (providing 148 references)
also see [76]. The technology-driven progress of FPGAs (for key issues see [84] [85]) is
faster than that of microprocessors (fig. 5). FPGAs with 50 million system gates are
coming, may be, soon [86]. The FPGA is an array of gate level configurable logic blocks
(CLB) embedded in a reconfigurable interconnect fabrics [85]. Its configware code
(reconfiguration code [89]: fig 10) is stored in a distributed RAM memory. We may also
call it hRAM for „hidden RAM“, because it is hidden in the background of the FPGA circuitry.   

Hidden RAM. The little boxes labelled „FF“ in figure 9 are
bits of the hRAM. At power-on the FPGA is booted by
loading the configware code down to the hRAM, mostly
from an external flash memory. Usually the FPGA includes
the booting interface needed. There are efforts on the way to
have the booting flash memory direct on the FPGA chip, or,
to use flash technology directly for the hRAM [87], currently
is less area-efficient than CMOS hRAM.

Fastest growing market segment.  FPGAs are with 6
billion US-Dollars the fastest growing segment of the
semiconductor market. Complex projects can be

implemented on FPGAs, commodities off the shelf (COTS), without needing very
expensive customer-specific silicon. The growth of the number of design starts is
predicted to grow from 80.000 in 2006 to 115.000 in 2010 [34]. 

Two classes of reconfigurable systems. We may distinguish two classes of recon-
figurable systems: fine grain reconfigurable systems, and, coarse grain reconfigurable
systems (see section 1.4). Reconfigurability of fine granularity means, that the functional
blocks have a datapath width of about only one bit. This means, that programming at low
abstraction level is logic design. Practically all products on the market are FPGAs (field-
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programmable gate arrays), although some vendors prefer different terms as a kind of
brand names, like, for instance, PLD (Programmable Logic Device, or rLD for
reconfigurable logic device). Reconfigurable platforms and their applications have

Figure 9.   Illustrating FPGA island architecture fine grain reconfigurable resources: 
a) global view, b) switch point circuit of a switch box, c) FPGA detailed view (only 
one configured “wire” shown), d) „connect point“ circuit of a „connnect box“.
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undergone a long sequence of transitions. 

FPGAs replacing ASICs. First FPGAs appeared as cheap replacements of MPGAs (or
MCGAs: Mask-Configurable Gate Arrays). Still to-day FPGAs are the reason for shrinking
ASIC markets (figure 2 c), since for FPGAs no application-specific silicon is needed - a
dominating cost factor especially in low production volume products. Although being
cheaper than for fully hardwired solutions the ASIC fabrication cost (only a few specific
masks needed) is still higher than for FPGA-based solutions. Later the area proceeded into
a new model of computing possible with FPGAs. Next step was making use of the
possibility for debugging or modifications the last day or week, which also lead to the
adoption by the rapid prototyping community which also has lead to the introduction of
ASIC emulators faster than simulators. Next step is direct in-circuit execution for
debugging and patching the last minute.

Brand names, like, for instance, PLD (Programmable Logic Device) are often
confusing. Reconfigurable platforms and their applications have undergone a long
sequence of transitions. First FPGAs appeared as cheap replacements of MPGAs (or
MCGAs: Mask-Configurable Gate Arrays). Still to-day FPGAs are the reason for
shrinking ASIC markets (figure 2 c), since for FPGAs no application-specific silicon is
needed - a dominating cost factor in low production volume products. Before FPGAs
have been available, ASICs have been used to replace fully hardwired solutions (full
mask set needed), because fabrication cost has been lower (only a few specific masks
needed). Later the area proceeded into a new model of computing possible with FPGAs.
Next step was making use of the possibility for debugging or modifications the last day
or week, which also lead to the adoption by the rapid prototyping community which also
has lead to the introduction of ASIC emulator, expensive (million-dollar range) and
bulky machines filled with hundreds or thousands of FPGAs, used as accelerators for
simulators used in traditional EDA environments. Because of high cost and poor
performance the time for the ASIC emulator has been over around the end of last century
[88]. Because of their enormous capacity and interesting built-in features meanwhile
FPGAs directly offer a viable alternative for inexpensive FPGA-based prototypes.

Terminology problems. From a terminology point of view the historic acronyms
FPGA and FPL are a bad choice, since „programming“, i. e. scheduling, is a
procedural issue in the time domain. For the same reason also the term PLD is a bad
choice and should be replaced by rLD (reconfigurable Logic Device). A program
determines a time sequence of executions. In fact the FP in FPGA and in FPL, acronym

igure 10.   Terminology (also see Figure 9.Illustrating FPGA island architecture 
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1) a good general term would be morphware [97], which, however, is a registered trade mark [98]



for field-programmable, actually means field-reconfigurable, which is a structural
issue in the space domain: configuration in space. For terminology also see figure 24.

Island architectures. Most important architectural classes of FPGAs are [90]: island
architectures (Xilinx), hierarchical architectures (Altera), and row-based architectures (Actel).
A more historic architecture is mesh-connected, sometimes also called sea of gates (introduced
by Algotronix) [91]. For a survey on FPGA architectures see [92]. For illustration of FPGA
fundamentals we use the historic simple island architecture as an example (figure 9). Under the
term „simple FPGA“ we understand a pure FPGA, which unlike modern „platform
FPGAs“, do not include non-reconfigurable resources, like adders, memory blocks etc.

An island style example. A simple
island style FPGA is a mesh of many
CLBs (configurable logic blocks),
embedded in a reconfigurable inter-
connect fabrics (figure 9 a). Most
CLBs are LUT-based, where LUT
stands for „look-up table“. A simple
example of a CLB block diagram
is shown by figure 12. Its functional
principles by multiplexer imple-
mentation of the LUT are shown
by figure 13 a and b, where in
CMOS technology only 12
transistors are needed for the fully

decoded multiplexer (figure 13c). The island architecture is illustrated by figure 9 a. Fig.
9 b shows details of switch boxes and connect boxes being part of the reconfigurable
interconnect fabrics. Fig. 9 c shows the circuit diagram of a cross point in a switch box,
and, figure 9 d from within a connect box. The thick wire example in figure 9 b
illustrates, how these interconnect resources are configured to connect a pin of one CLB
with a pin of another CLB The total configuration of all wires of an application is
organized by a placement and routing software. Sometimes more interconnect resources
are needed than are available, so that for some CLB not all pins can be reached. Due to
such routing congestion it may happen, that a percentage of CLBs cannot be used.   

Fine grain reconfigurable systems products.A wide variety of fine-grained
reconfigurable systems products [90] [91] is available from a number of vendors, like the
market leader Xilinx [93], the second largest vendor Altera [94], and many others. Also a
variety of evaluation boards and prototyping boards is offered. COTS (commodity off the
shelf) boards for FPGA-based developments are available from Alpha Data, Anapolis,
Celoxica, Hunt, Nallatech, and others, to support a broad range of in house developments.
As process geometries have shrunk into the deep-submicron region, the logic capacity of
FPGAs has greatly increased, making FPGAs a viable implementation alternative for
larger and larger designs. Deep submicron FPGAs are available in many different sizes and
prices per piece ranging from 10 US-Dollars up to FPGAs with much more than a million
usable gates for more than 1000 US-dollars. E. g. Xilinx offers the Virtex-4 multi-platform
FPGA family on 90nm process technology, the 550 MHz Virtex-5 family of FPGAs on
65nm technology providing four platforms (high-performance logic, serial connectivity,
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signal processing, and embedded processing) and has pre-announced FPGAs with 50
million system gates for about 2005 [86]. Modern FPGAs support mapping entire systems
onto the chip by offering on board all components needed, like several memory banks for
user data, one, or several microprocessors like ARM, PowerPC, MIPS, or others, a major
number of communication interfaces (WAN, LAN, BoardAN, ChipAN etc.) supporting
contemporary standards, up to several GHz bandwidth, JTAG boundary scan circuitry to
support testing, sometimes even multipliers. Low-cost FPGA development boards are
available for universities [96]. A base version board is priced at $90 US and contains a
400,000-gate Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGA. Other boards are available with up to 2 million
gates. Each board comes bundled with free development software.

Low power dissipation and radiation tolerance.  Also FPGAs featuring low power
dissipation [64] or better radiation tolerance (for aerospace applications) are offered.
Several major automotive corporations contracted FPGA vendors to develop
reconfigurable devices optimized for this branch of industry. Some FPGAs
commercially available also support partial column wise reconfiguration, so that
different talks may reside in it and may be swapped individually. This may also
support dynamic reconfiguration (RTR: run time reconfiguration), where some tasks
may be in the execution state, whereas at the same time other tasks are being reloaded.
Dynamic reconfiguration, however, tends to be tricky and difficult to understand and
to debug. But static reconfiguration is straight forward and more easy to understand.
Because reconfiguration is slow, also multi-context reconfigurable systems has been
discussed, but is not yet available commercially. Multi-context reconfigurable
systems features several alternative internal reconfiguration hRAM memory banks,
for example 2 or 4 banks, so that reconfiguration can be replaced by an ultra fast
context switch to another hRAM memory bank. 

1.2. von Neumann vs. Reconfigurable Computing Paradigm

It is well known that the growth rate of the integration density of microprocessors is
slower than Moore’s law. Because of the high degree of layout regularity the integration
density of FPGAs, however, is going roughly by the same speed as with Moore’s law [4]
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Figure 12.    Reconfiguration resources in FPGAs: a) pass transistor, b) tri-state 
buffer, d) 2-way multiplexer, d) 4-way multiplexer, e) simplified CLB example.
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(figure 5). But because of the high percentage of wiring area the transistor density of
FPGAs are behind the Gordon Moore curve two orders of magnitude [4]. However, the
number of transistors per chip on FPGAs has overhauled that of microprocessors already
in the early 90ies and now is higher by two orders of magnitude [4]. 
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14 1 1 1 0 not(A and B) nand
15 1 1 1 1 1 constant 1
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The end of Moore’s Law. Increasing
the architectural complexity and
increasing the clock frequency of
single-core microprocessors has
come to an end (e. g. see, what has
happened to the intel Pentium 4
successor project). Instead, multi-
core microprocessor chips are
emerging from the same vendors.
But just more CPUs on the chip is
not the way to go for very high
performance. This lesson we have
learnt from the supercomputing
community paying an extremely high
price for monstrous installations by
having followed the wrong road map

for decades. Such fundamental bottlenecks in computer science will necessitate new
breakthroughs [100]. Instead of the traditional reductionism we need transdisciplinary
approaches, such as heralded by the current revival of Cybernetics, e. g. labelled as
Integrated Design & Process Technology [101], or Organic Computing [102]. To
reanimate the stalled progress in HPC for a break-through in very high performance
computing we need a transdisciplinary approach for bridging the hardware / software
chasm, which meanwhile has turned into a configware / software chasm. For much
more successful efforts we need a transdisciplinary paradigm shift, over to a new
fundamental model, such as available from the Reconfigurable Computing community
dealing with configware engineering as a counterpart to software engineering.

Classical parallelism does not scale - a very expensive lesson which we have already
learnt from the supercomputing community with massively increasing the number of
processors when going cheap COTS (commodity off the shelf). With the growing degree of
parallelism, the programmer productivity goes down drastically („The Law of More“
[104]). It is an illusion to believe, that scalability would get massively better, when all these
processors will be resident on a single chip - as long as the reductionistic monopoly of the
von Neumann mind set will not be relieved, where the classical fundamental paradigm is
still based on concurrent sequential processes and message passing through shared memory,
both being massively overhead-prone and extremely memory-cycle-hungry. Rescue should
not be expected from threads, although intel pre-announced some tools intended to avoid,
that the programmers shy away. In his cover feature article [103] Edward A. Lee from UC
Berkeley claims, that for concurrent programming to become mainstream, we must discard
threads as a programming model. Nondeterminism is the overhead-prone problem, not only
hidden behind methodologies attributed „speculative“. By the way, complications by
threads perfectly illustrate the von-Neumann-based software paradigm trap.

Escape the Software Development Paradigm Trap, said IRIS director Mark Bereit
[95], who refutes the assumption that software develo-ment will always be difficult and bug-
ridden, noting that this is due „solely to the software development paradigm that
we've followed, unchallenged, for decades". One of the consequences of this paradigm

Figure 14.                         
Data stream           
definition (Flowware).
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trap is demonstrated by (not only) the history of programming languages [106] [108], where
2500 different languages are seen as counted by Bill Kinnersley [109]. Diarmuid Piggott
counts the total even higher with more than 8,500 programming languages [110]. What an
immense waste of manpower to make sure to stay caught inside the paradigm trap.

Bad scalability. The software development
paradigm is also the reason of bad
scalability and bad programmer
productivity in classical parallelism.
Mark Bereit proposes reworking the
model and studying other engineering
disciplines for inspiration. He proposes to
study mechanical engineering. But much
better is studying Reconfigurable
Computing. Tensilica senior vice
president Beatrice Fu said, that
reconfigurable computing offers the
option of direct processor-to-processor
communications without going through
memory nor through a bus. This

paradigm shift is an old hat, but until recently mostly ignored, not only by the
supercomputing community. Buses cause multiplexing overhead [112] and the dominating
instruction-stream-based-only fundamental model is extremely memory-cycle-hungry
[114]: the reason of the „memory wall“. The alternative offered by reconfigurable
computing is data stream parallelism by highly parallel distributed fast local memory.

More simple memory parallelismand more straight forward than e. g. interleaved
memory access known from vector computers. Crooked Labelling. The difference between
Parallel Computing and Reconfigurable Computing is often blurred by projects labelled
“reconfigurable”, which, in fact are based on classical concurrency on a single chip. To
avoid confusion: switching the multiplexers or addressing the registers at run time is not
„reconfiguration“. At run time, real Reconfigurable Computing never has an instruction
fetch: only data streams are moving around (This should not be confused with dynamically
reconfigurable systems: a mixed mode approach switching back and force between
reconfiguration mode and execution mode, which should be avoided for introductory courses.)

CPUs outperformed by FPGAs.
The world-wide total running
compute power of FPGAs
outperforms that of CPUs. Most
total MIPS running worldwide have

been migrated from CPUs to accelerators, often onto FPGAs. The FPGA market with
almost 4 billion US-Dollars (2006) is the fastest growing segment of the integrated circuit
market. Gartner Dataquest predicts almost 7 billion US dollars for the year 2010. Xilinx and
Altera currently dominate this market with a share of 84%. 

Bad Parameters. However, FPGAs have even more comparably bad parameters: the
clock frequency is substantially lower than that of microprocessors, FPGAs are power-
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hungry and expensive. We would like to call it the „Reconfigurable Computing Paradox“,
that despite of these dramatically worse technology parameters such enormous speed-up
factors can be obtained by software to configware migration (figure 4). The explanation of
this paradox is the machine paradigm shift coming along with such a migration.

The third Reconfigurable Computing Paradox. It may be called the third paradox of
Reconfigurable Computing, that despite of its enormous pervasiveness, most professionals
inside computer Science and related areas do not really understand its paradigm shift issues.
This massively affects implementer productivity. To support configware engineering
projects often a hardware expert is hired who may be good implementer, but is not a good
translator. From a traditional CS perspective most people do not understand the key issues of
this paradigm shift, or, do not even recognize at all, that RC is paradigm shift.A good ap-
proach of explanation is to compare the mid set of the Software area vs. the one of the con-
figware field. An dominant obstacle for understanding is also the lack of a common accepted
terminology, which massively causes confusion.

Gradually wearing off. Currently the dominance of the basic computing paradigm is
gradually wearing off with growing use of Reconfigurable Computing (RC) - bringing
profound changes to the practice of both, scientific computing and ubiquitous embedded
systems, as well as new promise of disruptive new horizons for affordable very high performance
computing. Due to RC the desk-top personal supercomputer is near [117]. To obtain the payoff
from RC we need a new understanding of computing and supercomputing. To bridge the
translational gap, the software / configware chasm, we need to think outside the box.

Going toward the dual paradigm mind setis the current strong trend (figure 7): the
duality of the instruction-stream-based CPU paradigm, and its counterpart, the data-
stream-based anti machine paradigm based on data counters instead of a program counter.
The von Neumann paradigm using a program counter [1] [2] will not be explained by this
chapter. Since about the early 80ies one of the two the roots of the anti machine paradigm
has been hidden inside the systolic array community [117] [118], mainly a group of
mathematicians, who have nicely defined the concept of „data streams“, coming along with
a beautiful visualization by time/space diagrams (see fig 14). Systolic arrays have been
popularized in 1981 by H. T. Kung [118]. But for mathematicians a systolic array has only
been a data path, a pipe network, but it has not been a computational machine, because the
sequencer has been missing. But by the mathematicians, development of a methodology
for generating these data streams at run time has been considered being somebody else’s
job. Refusing a transdisciplinary perspective this has been a typical result of the „formal“
reductionism having been fashionable at that time. 

Mathematicians’ paradigm trap. The classical systolic array suffered from a severe restriction.
It could be used only for applications with strictly regular data dependencies. For a hammer many
things in the world look like a nail. About 25 years ago for the mathematicians working on systolic
arrays all applications looked like algebraic problems. From this point of view their algebraic
synthesis algorithms generating a systolic architecture from a mathematical formula have been
based only on linear projections, which yield only uniform arrays with linear pipes: usable only
for applications regular data dependencies.

Generalization of the systolic array. Later Rainer Kress holding an EE degree
discarded the mathematician’s synthesis algorithms and used simulated annealing instead,



for his DPSS (Data Path Synthesis System) [119]. This means the generalization of the
systolic array: the KressArray [120], or super-systolic array (we may also call it Kress-
Kung-Array), also supporting any wild forms of pipe networks, including any non-linear
pipes like spiral, zigzag, branching and merging, and many other forms. Now
reconfigurability makes sense. Fig. 15 shows how the sequencing part is added to the
systolic array data paths, so that we get a complete computational machine. Instead of a
program counter we have multiple data counters supporting parallelism of data streams.
The GAG (generic address generator, [121] [123] [124]) is a data sequencer connected to a
RAM block for data storage. GAG and RAM block are parts of the ASM (Auto-
sequencing Memory), a generalization of the DMA (Direct Memory Access). The
following paragraphs explain the machine principles and software / configware co-
compilation techniques for the duality of machine paradigms.

Discussing Software Engineering 
vs. Configware Engineering.  In
total we have 3 different kinds
digital subsystems (fig 16) and 3
different kinds of programming
sources (fig 16). The dual-paradigm
model can be illustrated by
contrasting via Nick Tredennick’s
model of computer history (fig 17).
The algorithm of early machines
like the Digital Differential
Analyzer (DDA) could not be
programmed: no source code was

needed (fig 17 a). With the von Neumann’s classical software processor only the algorithm
is variable, whereas the resources are fixed (hardwired), so that only one type of source code
is needed: software (fig 17 b), from which the compiler generates software machine code to
be downloaded into the instruction RAM - the instruction schedule for the software
processor (fig 17 b). For the Kress-Kung machine paradigm, however, not only the
algorithm, but also the resources are programmable, so that we need two different kinds of
sources (fig 18): Configware and Flowware (fig 17 c): 

1) Configware [89] deserves structural programming of the resources by the „mapper“
using placement and routing or similar mapping methods (for instance by simulated
annealing [120] [119] [126] [127] [128]) (fig 19 b). 

2) Flowware [130] deserves programming of the data streams by the „data scheduler“
(fig 19 b), which generates the flowware code needed for downloading into the generic
address generators (GAG) within the ASM auto-sequencing memory blocks (fig 15).

The dichotomy of language principles. These two different fundamental machine princi-
ples, von Neumann software machine vs. the Kress-Kung machine, the configware machine,
are contrasted by the dichotomy of languages (fig. 23) and by fig. 18 [54] [66]. Flowware Lan-
guages are easy to implement [130] [131]. A comparison with software programming languag-
es is interesting [85]. Flowware language primitives for control instructions like jumps and
loops can be simply adopted from classical software languages, however, for being used for

hardware
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CPUCPUCPUCPU
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RAM
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Figure 16.   De facto common model of contemporary
computing systems: von-Neumann-only is obsolete.
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manipulation of data addresses instead of instruction addresses. Flowware languages are more
powerful than software languages and permitting parallel loops by using several data counters
used simultaneously, such flowware language primitives are more powerful than these software
primitives. Not handling instruction streams, flowware languages are much more simple (be-
cause at run time there is only "data fetch", however, no "instruction fetch". 

Some remarks on Terminology: Since the basic
paradigm is not instruction-stream-based, necessarily the
term „Configware“ should be used for program sources,
instead of the term „Software“, which would be
confusing (fig 10). The term „software“ must be
unconditionally restricted to traditional sources of
instruction-stream-based computing. In fact this paradigm
relies on data streams, however, not on instruction streams.

Equivocalities of the term „data stream“ are a problem,
not only in education. In computing and related areas
there is a babylonian confusion around the term
„stream“, „stream-based“ or „data stream“. There is an
urgent need to establish a standards committee to work
on terminology. For the area of reconfigurable
computing the best suitable definition of „data stream“
has been established around 1980 by the systolic array
scene [117] [118], where data streams enter and leave a
datapath array (a pipe network: illustrated by fig 14). In

fact, there a set of data streams is a data schedule specifying, which data item has to enter
or leave which array port at which point of time.

The tail is wagging the dog. Because of their memory-cycle-hungry instruction-
stream-driven sequential mode of operation microprocessors usually need much more
powerful accelerators [4]: the tail is wagging the dog. The instruction-stream-based-only
fundamental mind set (vN-only paradigm) as a common model often is still a kind of
monopoly inside the qualification background of CS graduates. The real model practiced
now is not the von Neumann paradigm (vN) handed down from the mainframe age. In
fact, during the PC age it has been replaced by a symbiosis of the vN host and the non-
vN (i. e. non-instruction-stream-based) accelerators. Meanwhile we have arrived at the
(kind of post-PC) reconfigurable system age with a third basic model, where the
accelerator has become programmable (reconfigurable). 

What high level source language for HPC and supercomputing users? Useful for
application development are Co-Compilers (fig 7), automatically partitioning from the
programming source into software and configware and accepting, for instance a C-like
language [132]. The methodology is known from academic co-compilers [132] [133], easy
to implement since most of their fundamentals have been published decades ago [135]. Fig.
18 contrasts the difference of intermediate sources to be generated by such a co-compiler.
Although high level programming languages like C come closer to the such a user’s mind
set, than classical FPGA synthesis environments, it is still confusing. Such imperative
languages seem to have an instruction-stream-based semantics and do not exhibit any dual
paradigm features, because data-stream-based constructs are out of reach. It would be

resources fixed
algorithms fixed

resources variable
algorithms variable

algorithms variable
resources fixed

a) early machines (e.g. DDA):

b) von Neumann machine:

c) Reconfigurable Computing:

no source code needed

software source code 

configware source code
flowware source code
(scheduling the data streams)

Figure 17.   Nick Tredennick’
machine classification scheme



desirable to have a source language at one abstraction level higher than imperative
languages, like the domain of mathematical formula. Such a system can be implemented by
using a term rewriting system (TRS) [137] for dual paradigm system synthesis [138].

FPGA main processor with auxiliary CPU. 
There is a number of trend indications
pointing toward an auxiliary clerk role of the
CPU for running old software and taking care
of compatibility issues. „FPGA main
processor vs. FPGA co-processor“ asks the

CEO of Nallatech [139]: Is it time for vN to retire? The RAMP project, for instance proposes
to run the operating system on FPGAs [140]. In fact, in some embedded systems, the CPU
has this role already now. But often the awareness is missing. 

The Dichotomy of Machine Paradigms is rocking the foundation walls of Computer
Science. Because of the lack of a common terminology this duality of paradigms is difficult
to understand for people with a traditional CS background. A taxonomy of platform
categories and their programming sources, quasi of a terminology floor plan, should help to
catch the key issues (fig 10). The Kress-Kung machine is the data-stream-based counterpart
of the instruction-stream-based von Neumann paradigm. The Kress-Kung machine does not
have a program counter (fig 24), and, its processing unit is not a CPU (fig. 24). Instead, it is
only a DPU (Data Path Unit): without an instruction sequencer (fig. 24).

The enabling technology of the Kress-Kung machinehas one or mostly several data
counters as part of the Generic Address Generators (GAG) [121] [123] [124] within data
memory banks called ASM (Auto-Sequencing Memory, see fig 15). ASMs send and/or
receive data streams having been programmed from Flowware sources [122] (fig 14).
An ASM is the generalization of the DMA circuit (Direct Memory Access) [141] [142]
for executing block transfers without needing to be controlled by instruction streams
inside. ASMs, based on the use of distributed memory architectures [143] are very
powerful architectural resources, supporting the optimization of the data storage schemes for
minimizing the number of memory cycles [124]. The MoM Kress-Kung machine based on
such generic address generators has been published in 1990 [144] [145]. The use of data
counters replacing the program counter has first been published in 1987 [146].

Hardwired Kress-Kung machines. There are also hardwired versions of the Kress-Kung
machine.We may distinguish 2 classes of Kress-Kung machines (fig 10): programmable ones
(reconfigurable systems: reconfigurable Kress-Kung machine, needing 2 types of programming
sources (see next paragraph and fig. 18): Configware for structural programming, and Flowware,
for data scheduling. However, also hardwired Kress-Kung machines can be implemented for
instance, (the BEE project [147]), where the configuration is been frozen and cast into hardware
before fabrication. The lack of reconfigurability after fabrication by not using FPGAs of such
hardwired Kress-Kung machines substantially improves the computational density (fig 5 a) for
much higher speedup factors and might make sense for special purpose or domain-specific
applications. Since after fabrication a reconfiguration is impossible, only one programming source
is needed: Flowware.

Dynamically reconfigurable architectures and their environment illustrate the specific
flavor of Configware Engineering being able to rapidly shift back and force between run time
mode of operation and configuration mode. Even several separate macros can be resident in

# Source is compiled into:
1 Software instruction schedule
2 Flowware data schedule
3 Configware  a pipe network by 

placement and routing 

Figure 18.   Sources by compilation targets



the same FPGA. Even more complex is the situation when within partially reconfigurable
FPGAs some modules are in run time mode, whereas at the same time other modules are in
the configuration phase, so that a FPGA could reconfigure itself. Some macros can be
removed at the same time, when other macros are active by being in the run time mode.
Configware operating systems are managing such scenarios [148] [149]. On such a basis
even fault tolerance by self-repair can be implemented [150] [151], as well as reconfigurable
artificial neuronal networks [152] [153]. The electronics within the Cibola satellite [154]
scheduled to be launched by October 2006 uses such fault tolerance mechanisms to cope with
fault introduced by cosmic radiation [156]. Dynamic reconfigurability can be confusing for
beginners and should be introduced not earlier than at graduate courses.

New educational approaches are needed.
Although configware engineering is a discipline of its
own, fundamentally different from software
engineering, and, a configware industry is already
existing and growing, it is too often ignored by our
curricula. Modern FPGAs as COTS (commodities off
the shelf) have all 3 paradigms on board of the same
VLSI chip: hardwired accelerators, micro-processors
(and memory banks), and FPGAs, and we need both,
software and configware, to program the same chip.
To cope with the clash of cultures we need
interdisciplinary curricula merging all these different
backgrounds in a systematic way. We need innovative
lectures and lab courses supporting the integration of
reconfigurable computing into progressive curricula.

1.3. Future of FPGA (Technologies)

The scaling of CMOS technology will come to an end It is unclear whether CMOS
devices in the 10-20 nanometer range will find a useful place in semiconductor products
[157]. Timothy S. Fisher (Purdue) said. "But before we can even think about using
nanotubes in electronics, we have to learn how to put them where we want them." [158].
New silicon-based technologies (e.g., silicon nanowires) and non-silicon based (e.g.,
carbon nanotubes) show the promise of replacing traditional transistors [159] [161] [163]
[164]. However, there are multiple challenges to face, like the production of nanoscale
CMOS with reasonable yield and reliability, the creation of newer circuit structures with
novel materials as well as the mixing and matching of older and newer technologies in
search of a good balance of costs and benefits [157]. Opportunities will be driven by the
ability of designing complex circuits. Problems related to defect density, failure rates,
temperature sensitivity can be expected. Our ability to define the right design technology
and methodology will be key in the realization of products of these nanotechnology. It
also will depend on the direction that the semiconductor road will take [157].

Lithographic patterning has long been the primary way of defining features in
semiconductor processing [165]. Nano designs, however, will not simply be an extension of

Figure 19.   Compilers: a) soft-
ware compilation, b) configware/ 
flowware co-compilation.
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classical VLSI design. We may not be able to directly pattern complex features, but rather
need self-assembly to create ordered devices, and post-fabrication reconfigurability.
This creates new challenges for design and motivates different architectures than found on
classical silicon. The crossbar may to play a prominent role in these new developments. Its
regular structure is well suited to nanotechnology-based assembly. A nanometer-scale
crossbar is useful only if wires in each of its dimensions can be addressed individually.
Research examines methods of stochastic addressing of nanowires [167] as well as the
efficient data storage in crossbar-based memories [167]. 

Nanoscale features. For nanoscale features there
seems to be a sufficient set of building blocks for
fully nanoscale systems (fig. 20 shows a crossbar
[159]). Scientists are developing a growing
repertoire of techniques which allow us to define
features (e.g. wire widths, spacing, active device
areas) without lithography, requiring self-assembly
for structures from individual atoms with tight
dimensions, with wires just a few atoms wide [159].
Semiconducting nanowires with diameters down to
3 nm (about 6 atoms wide) have been grown [168]
[169], composed of different materials or
selectively doped [170] along their length using

timed growth [171]. Diode junctions built by crossing P-doped and N-doped nanowires
use field-effects to control conduction to implement switchable crosspoints or memory
bits [172] [173]. Nanowires can be sandwiched into array blocks including
programmable OR planes, memory planes, and signal restoration or inversion planes
[167] [174] [175]. Flow techniques can be used to align a set of nanowires into a single
orientation, close pack them, and then transfer them onto a surface [176] [177]. Switchable
molecules can be assembled in a crossed array [172] [175], providing sublithographic scale,
programmable junctions. It is very difficult to predict, how many more years it will take to
a large scale market introduction. 

1.4. Coarse Grained vs. Fine Grained Reconfigurability

We may distinguish two classes of reconfigurable microchips [178]: fine grain
reconfigurable devices like FPGAs (see section 1.1), and, coarse grain reconfigurable
devices: rDPAs (reconfigurable DataPath Arrays) [179]. The table in fig 27 gives a
survey on differences between coarse-grained and fine-grained. Instead of the up to
hundreds of thousands of about 1 bit wide CLBs (Configurable Logic Blocks) of modern
FPGAs, a rDPA has a few (about up to 128 or 256 or much less) larger rDPU blocks
(reconfigurable DataPath Units), for instance, 32 bits wide. For illustration a rDPU could be
compared with the ALU of CPU (fig 27).

Advantages of Coarse-grained Reconfigurability. Coming along with functional level
rDPUs as configurable blocks of rDPAs [179] - physically at a more convenient
abstraction level much closer to a software user’s mind set than that of FPGAs difficult to
reach by design tools or compilation techniques, coarse-grained reconfigurability makes

Figure 20.    
Nanowire-based 
crossbar [John    
A. Savage] 
(courtesy IEEE).



the educational gap smaller. To software people the configuration of FPGAs looked more
like logic design on a strange platform, however, not like computation. Another advantage
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of coarse-grained reconfigurability is the much higher computational density than coming
with FPGAs. In contrast to the very bad effective integration density of FPGAs (fig 5), this
density of coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays (rDPAs) almost reaches the Gordon Moore
curve [4] (fig 11, also see row 8 in fig 27): it is better by 4 orders of magnitude. Because a
coarse-grained array has only a few larger configurable blocks (about a few hundred
rDPUs or much less) with very compact configuration codes the configuration time is
reduced to microseconds - in contrast to milliseconds as known from FPGAs. 

Free form pipe networks. In contrast to a CPU, a DPU is not
instruction-stream-driven and has no program counter and its
operation is transport-triggered by the arrival of operand data.
This new machine paradigm (the diametrical counterpart of von
Neumann) is based on free form large pipe networks of rDPUs
(without memory wall & compilation is easy), but not on
concurrent sequential processes. There is no instruction fetch
overhead at run time since these pipe networks, generalizations of
the systolic array, are configured before run time. This new

paradigm is based on data-streams generated by highly parallel distributed on-chip local small
but fast memory which consists of auto-sequencing memory (ASM) blocks (figure 15) using
reconfigurable generic address generators (GAG), providing even complex address
computations not needing memory cycles [121]. This kind of memory parallelism is more
simple and more straight forward than interleaved memory access known from vector
computers. The ASM is reconfigurable. This means its address computation algorithm is not
changed at run time. It does not need an instruction stream at run time. In embedded systems
often a symbiosis of both models, instruction-stream-based and data-stream-based, practices a
duality of machine paradigms (fig. 7). Figures 19 and 24 explain this by showing the differences.

Improved designer productivity. The even physically high abstraction level or coarse-
grained arrays dramatically improves the designer productivity. This is utilized by the
KressArray Xplorer [126] [127] design environment (fig 29), including a design space
explorer capable to compare and profile within a few hours a variety of different rDPU
architectures and rDPA architectures, supporting the entire KressArray family concept [126]
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Figure 23.   Software languages versus flowware languages.

language category Software Languages Flowware Languages

sequencing 
managed by

read next instruction,           
goto (instruction address), 
jump (to instruction address), 
instruction loop, nesting, no 
parallel loops, escapes, 
instruction stream branching

read next data item,         
goto (data address),         
jump (to data address),    
data loop, nesting,     
parallel loops, escapes,   
data stream branching

data manipulation 
specification yes not needed (specified 

by configware only)
state register program counter multiple data counters
instruction fetch memory cycle overhead no overhead
address 
computation

massive memory cycle      
overhead

no overhead



[127] featuring individual numbers of ports of individual path width at each side
(example in fig 29 b) and many layers of background interconnect: mixture of buses
and long distance point to pint. Why does this make sense? Since logic gates are
general purpose elements, a basic FPGA is a universal device, whereas performance-
optimized coarse-grained arrays tend to be more or less domain-specific, depending
on the collection of functions available on a rDPU like, for instance, the physical
availability of floating point operations. Fig. 21 shows a rDPA example having been
compiled by the KressArray Xplorer for the SSN filter of an image processing
application, which computes the center pixel from the 3-by-3 pixel input as shown by
fig. 22. This rDPA consists of 160 rDPUs, each 32 bits wide. The highly optimal
solution is demonstrated by the following result properties: Only 2 rDPUs are not
used, and only 1 rDPU is used for rout-through-only. Almost all rDPUs are directly
connected by nearest-neighbor interconnect, except 6 of them, which need a few
additional backbus wires. 

Data-stream-based. The Kress-Kung array non-
von-Neumann mode of operation, known from
pipelines and from systolic arrays and Kress-Kung
Arrays, is data-stream-based (fig. 14), instead of
instruction-stream-based. The (r)DPU does not
have an instruction sequencer, and, its execution is
kind of transport-triggered, i. e. it’s triggered by the
arrival of its operand data. The data streams are
generated by local ASM distributed reconfigurable
memory [121] [180] (fig 15). The ASM (Auto-

Sequencing Memory) is reconfigurable. This means that its address computation algorithm
is not changed at run time. It does not need an instruction stream at run time. I. e. the Kress-
Kung machine paradigm is a non-von Neumann paradigm: it is the diametrical counterpart
of the von Neumann principles.

TTAs are von Neumann. We should not be confused with „transport-triggered architectures“
(TTA) [181] [182] [183] such as heralded by the TTA community: using buses driven by an
(instruction-stream-based) move processor [184]. This is not really data-stream-based: it is not
an anti machine architecture. It’s instruction-stream-based instead of a pipe network driven by
a locally distributed ASM memory architecture [121] [180]. TTAs are von Neumann
architectures. In contrast to a pipe not changed at run time, the interconnect of a bus is usually
frequently changed at runtime - overhead-prone [112] and memory-cycle-hungry, since being
under the control of instruction streams. For their data TTAs do not use (reconfigurable) ASM
memory architectures. For this reason TTAs are von Neumann architectures.

FPGA-based Speed-up mechanisms better explained here. The astonishingly high
acceleration factors obtained by CPU to FPGA migration not only in embedded systems
(fig. 4, also see section 1.1), but also in supercomputing, are more easily explained
within the higher abstraction level of coarse-grained reconfigurable systems here in this
section. Fig. 26 a shows the execution (500 nanoseconds in total) of a conditional add
operation on a simple hypothetical instruction set processor. Fig. 26 b illustrates its
execution by a small coarse-grained array, where no memory cycles are needed and
storing the final result to the rDPA’s output buffer (slow technology) takes only 5
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tion fetch
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data1

1).transport-triggered
Figure 24.   Duality of paradigms: von 
Neumann vs. Kress-Kung machin



nanoseconds. The speed-up factor is 1000. We may summarize via this example, that
avoiding or minimizing memory access is the main secret of success of reconfigurable
computing: with FPGAs or coarse-grained. Also the GAG reconfigurable generic address
generator of the ASM helps a lot (fig.15): at run time it does not need any memory cycle
for address computation. To access bulk data storage the GAG methodology also helps to
find storage schemes with minimal memory cycles [121] [124].

Communication effort at classical supercomputing. The communication complexity is
growing exponentially because of typical bottlenecks, mainly determined by slow memory
cycles [185] (fig. 28). Bus systems and other switching resources tend to require memory-
cycle-hungry high administrative efforts: the von Neumann bottleneck [112]. Data trans-
port at run time is a predominating problem, whereas we have an abundance of cheap CPU
resources. Thinking in communicating concurrent processes like with the MPI (Message
Passing Interface) standard is dominant. The communication effort tends to grow exponen-
tially with the number of CPUs involved. The scalability of the performance of an appli-
cation often drastically misses the theoretical peak performance values, which the platform
seems to offer [186]. Amdahl’s law explains only one of several reasons of this inefficien-
cy [187]. However, the Kress-Kung machine does not have a von Neumann bottleneck.

MPI (Message Passing Interface).
For reader outside the supercomput-
ing community this is explained as
follows. MPI is a standard imple-
menting the distributed memory pro-
gramming model by exchanging
messages (also data) between sever-
al processors of shared memory ar-
chitectures. All functions are
available in a FORTRAN or a C ver-
sion library with internal data struc-
tures, which are mainly hidden from
the user. MPI is based on the Com-

municating Sequential Processes model (CSP [188] [189]) by Tony Hoare [190] for quasi-
parallel computing auf distributed, heterogeneous, loosely coupled computer systems. The
programming language Occam is an implementation of CSP. JCSP combines CSP and Oc-
cam concepts in a Java-API. Herewith parallel MPI programs are executable on PC clusters
and dedicated parallel computers (e.g. communicating via common main memory). Most
FPGA users are not familiar with MPI and members of the supercomputing community do
not understand the languages used by FPGA-savvy hardware experts. But there are efforts
on the way to cope with the language problem [191]. For instance, also co-compilation
from a C-like language is an interesting approach [132] [133]. 
The stool is moved and not the grand piano.With the instruction-stream-based mind
set of the classical supercomputing, data transport often resembles moving the grand
piano over to the stool of the pianist. However, the data-stream-based mind set of the
reconfigurable computing community follows the inverse approach: the stool is moved
and not the piano. Here MPI is unknown and concurrent processes are only a secondary
aspect. Primarily the data are not moved by memory-cycle-hungry communication

Figure 25.   Basic paradigms: a) von Neumann
machine, b) anti machine (reconfigurable or hardwired).
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resources, but the locality of operations is assigned to the right places within the data
streams, generated by ASM distributed memory (fig. 25 b and 26). The communication
paths between rDPUs as pipe networks - without any administrative overhead and usually
without intermediate storage. Since the number of processors is usually much lower than
the number of data items, there is not much to move - during the less precious compile
time. At run time also no instructions are transported: another acceleration aspect.

Taxonomy of Algorithms missing. Now it is time to discuss time to space mapping
methods for software to configware migration: with coarse-grained arrays and also in
general. Some algorithms are easy to map, and some others are difficult to map. Let us look
at examples from the embedded systems area. Classical DSP algorithms, for instance, are
easy to map form time to space and the result does not need much interconnect. It is well
known, that some DSP algorithms even result just in simple a linear pipe. Other examples
are extensively error-correcting (de)coding algorithms for a bad signal to noise ratio in
wireless communication, like for turbo codes or the Viterbi algorithm and others [192],
where the result requires an immense amount of interconnect resources: by far much more
than available with only nearest neighbor connect within the (r)DPU array.

Missing transdisciplinary perspective.
On such samples of algorithmic cleverness
we notice, that each special application
domain keeps its own trick box. But what is
really missing in education and elsewhere
is an all-embracing dual-paradigm
taxonomy of algorithms. A reductionistic
attitude forcing a fragmentation into
many special areas keeps us from the
benefit of transdisciplinary under-

standing the algorithms taxonomy problem. But an all-embracing taxonomy of
algorithms is not even available from a single-paradigm perspective. Even in classic high
performance computing and supercomputing there is a fragmentation into special
application domains. For education also here a transdisciplinary perspective is missing.
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The personal supercomputer is near. The Munich-based PACT Corp. [193] with its
coarse-grained reconfigurable XPA (Xtreme Processing Array) product (also see fig. 30)
has demonstrated, that a 56 core 16-bit rDPA running at less than 500 MHz can host
simultaneously everything needed for a world TV controller, like multiple standards, all
types of conversions, (de)compaction, image improvements and repair, all sizes and
technologies of screens, and all kinds of communication including wireless. More high
performance by less CPUs, by reconfigurable units instead of CPUs. By this coarse-grained
methodology also a single-chip game console is feasible. A highly promising vision would
be a polymorphic multi core super pentium with multiple dual-mode PUs, which under
control of a mode bit could individually run in CPU mode or in rDPU mode (not using the
program counter). Choosing the right distributed on-chip memory architecture and the tight
reconfigurable interconnect between these PUs is the key issue. But CPU vendors have a
lack of reconfigurable computing experience, whereas the rDPA vendors lack concurrent
computing experience. But because of educational deficits it is not very likely, that one of
the major microprocessor vendors or one of the major FPGA vendors will go toward multi
core microprocessors adopting the coarse-grained reconfigurable computing array
methodology. From a different point of view this would also be a proposal for PACT Corp.
to develop such a modified polymorphic version of the XPU array. 

The 2nd Reconfigurable Computing Paradox: although for many application areas
again more orders of magnitude in speed-up are expected for coarse-grained arrays,
compared to the orders of speed-up having already been obtained with FPGA-based
solutions (see curve „coarse-grained“ in fig 4), there is no indication of efforts going into
this direction, where future laptops reach a performance, which to-day requires a
supercomputer. Another vision would be, that e. g. Xilinx would insert a rDPA onto a new
platform FPGA targeting the scientific computing market. The RAMP project [140] having
proposed to run the operating system on an FPGA would sound like: „Xilinx inside“
replacing  „intel inside“. But there are also doubts wether Xilinx will understand such a
vision of a future, where a dual-paradigm HPC and supercomputing will be found within
embedded systems, achieved the performance, making unnecessary hangars full of
monstrous expensive equipment unbelievably intensive guzzling electric power. 

# FPGA rDPA

1 terminology field-programmable gate array reconfigurable 
datapath array

2 reconfiguration granularity fine-grained coarse-grained
3 data path width ~ 1 bit e.g. ~ 32 bits

4 physical level of basic            
reconfigurable units (rU) gate level RT level

5 typical rU examples
LUT (look-up table): determines 
the logic function of the rU (and, 
or, not, etc. or flip-flop)

ALU-like, floating 
point, special   
functions, etc.

6 configuration time milliseconds microseconds
7 clock cycle time about 0.5 GHz about 1 - 3 GHz

8
typical effective integration 
density compared to the 
Gordon Moore curve

reduced by a factor of about 
10,000 (fig. 5)

reduced only by a 
few percent (fig. 11)

Figure 27.    fine-grained vs. coarse-grained reconfigurability.



1.5. History of FPGAs

About in the mid’ 70ies the field programmable logic array (FPLA) was introduced by
Signetics and Programmable array logic (PAL) was introduced by Monolithic
Memories, Inc. (MMI), both for implementing combinational logic circuits -forerunners
of the FPGA. A programmable logic array (PLA) is a programmable device used to
implement combinational logic circuits. The PLA has a set of programmable AND
planes, which link to a set of programmable OR planes, which can then be conditionally
complemented to produce an output. This layout allows for a large number of logic
functions to be synthesized in the sum of products (and sometimes product of sums)
canonical forms. The PAL introduced 1978 and second sourced by National
Semiconductor, Texas Instruments, and Advanced Micro Devices was a huge success.
The programmable elements connect both the true and complemented inputs to AND
gates, also known as product terms, which are ORed together to form a sum-of-products
logic array. Before PALs were introduced digital designers used SSI (small-scale
integration) components, such as 7400 series nand gates and D-flip-flops. But one PAL
device replaced dozens of such 'discrete' logic packages in many products, such as
minicomputers [199] [200], so that the SSI business went into decline. 

First Xilinx FPGA. Xilinx released the first FPGA in 1985, the XC2064 chip with a 1,000
gate size. Two decades later, in the year 2004 the size of an FPGA was 10,000 times larger.
In 1985 this was a new technology for implementing digital logic. These new FPGAs could
be viewed either as small, slow gate arrays (MPGAs) or large, expensive PLDs [201]. The
major deviation from PLDs was the capability to implement multi-level logic. Their main
advantage was in low NRE cost for small volume designs and prototyping. In the late 80s
and early 90s an explosion of different architectures was observed [92] [201]. A good
reference on the introduction of FPGA Architecture is [92].
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Across the 100,000 gate threshold. As long as design size remained within the range of
several thousand gates, schematic design entry and a good gate-level simulator were enough to
create and verify the entire design. Hardware descriptions languages started to sneak into
schematic designs in the shape of HDL macros, and as designs migrated into tens of thousands
of gates they gained importance. By the time FPGAs crossed the 100,000 gate threshold it
became obvious that HDLs would have to eliminate schematic entry and gate-level simulators. 

FPGAs in HPC mark the 'Beginning of a New Era [116]. It is time to look for alternatives to
the classical von Neumann computer architecture. The old recipe of increasing the clock speed,
the number of CPUs, the cores per chip and the threads per core just doesn't give us enough
sustained computing performance. It seems that the von Neumann architecture has come to a
dead end in HPC [116]. Things are now changing dramatically. FPGAs are being recognized
as viable alternative to the massively power-consuming large scale computers [116].

Programming problems. FPGAs have been mostly hidden in embedded systems [116].
Their programming was cumbersome and required specialists using some obscure
programming languages like VHDL or Verilog. You might think of these languages as a kind
of assembler language, but that's wrong. It's even worse: Programming is done at the gate
level, that is, at the very lowest level of information processing with NAND and NOR gates. 

Educational Deficits.A less welcome side effect of the paradigm shift are educational
deficits needing a training on the job, since typical CS or CE curricula ignore
Reconfigurable Computing - still driving the dead road of the von-Neumann-only mind set
[115]. A new IEEE international workshop series on Reconfigurable Computing
Education has been founded to attack this problem [41]. Within the several hundreds of
pages of all volumes of the 2004 joint ACM / AIS / IEEE-CS curriculum recommendations
[195] by the find and replace function found zero encounters of the term „FPGA“ and all
its synonyms or other terms pointing to reconfigurable computing. This is criminal. (For

Figure 30.   PACT configurable XPU (xtreme 
processing unit): a) rDPA array, b) rDPU.

a) b)



the 2005 version see [198].) These recommendations completely fail to accept the
transdisciplinary responsibility of computer science to combat the fragmentation into
many application-domain-specific tricky reconfigurable computing methodologies. 
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